November 26-27, 2011 Greenway Getaway 25/50 (both days)
at the Florida Horse Park 11008 S. Hwy 475, Ocala, Fl 34480

RM: Leah Greenleaf (bigguybear13@msn.com) Head Vet: Douglas Shearer (liveoak@mfi.net)
A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL Volunteers and Ride Management Team! Congratulations to everyone, especially our SEDRA Members!

Nov 26 2011 Limited Distance 25 Miles; 35 starting, (0 juniors), 29 finishing. Pulls: 3 metabolic, 1 lameness, 1 RO and 1 OT

1 02:28 Karen Wunderlich on CW Easter Storm
2 02:49 Pamela Houmee on Belladonna
3 02:50 Bill Armstrong on Prima Donna
4 02:53 Jane Larrimore on TLC Kopper Kadin
5 02:54 William P. Neal on TLC Eternal Warlord
6 02:58 Glenda Johns on Annabell
7 03:00 Alison Morse on Karousel
8 03:00 Deborah Morse on Pleasure Pretty
9 03:27 Alexis Romine on Bling Bling
10 03:36 Judith A. Clark on Lightning
11 03:46 Judy Cottrell on Grandeurs Pride
11 03:46 Lisa B. Winburn on Hungry Eyes
13 03:52 Kim Minarich on Maggie Mae
14 04:00 DeAnne Knapp on Cinnebelle Star
15 04:05 Kelly Johnson on Aja

Nov 26 2011 Endurance 50 miles; 29 starting, (0 juniors), 24 finishing. Pulls: 1 metabolic, 3 lameness, 1 RO

1 F 04:02 Cassandra Roberts on Psyches Fire 150/150 BC
2 M 04:08 Robert Gienen on FC Galaxy 150/125
3 H 04:31 Jason Stasiuk on CJS Maverick 150/110
4 F 04:45 Denise Secino on Windstalker 125/100
5 L 05:09 Kathryn Downs on Bey Gibby 150/90
6 F 05:20 Cecilia Butler-Stasiuk on Ravenwood Teyyal 110/80
7 M 05:33 Cheryl Van Deusen on Ebony Cassanova 125/70
8 F 05:39 Elaine Lemieux on Bound for Honor 100/65
9 L 06:07 Penny Stafford on BB Sequoia Moon 125/57.5
9 F 06:07 Cindy Nourse on Ultimate Desire 90/57.5
11 L 06:14 Shelley Scott-Jones on Crank It Up 105/50
11 L 06:14 Rose Miller on Super Sonnic 105/50

Nov 27 2011 Limited Distance 25; 22 starting, (2 juniors), 22 finishing. Pulls: 0 metabolic, 0 lameness, 0 rider option.

1 02:37 C. Anne Cavalier on CW Easter Storm
2 02:38 Robert Gienen on Vagas BC
3 02:46 Bobbie Martin on FC Galaxy
4 02:48 Megan Savory-Davis on Shabaani
5 03:06 Hanah Crenshaw on Cobra
6 03:10 Jane Larrimore on TLC Kopper Kadin
6 03:10 William P. Neal on TLC Eternal Warlord
8 03:14 Cindy Rodd on Shakoal
9 03:11 Valerie Kanavy on Raven About Gold
9 03:11 Wendy McCoumb on Wicked Gold
9 03:11 Kelsey Russell on Layla Z Gold

Nov 27 2011 Endurance 50 miles; 7 starting, (0 juniors), 7 finishing. Pulls: 0 metabolic, 0 lameness, 0 rider option.

1 F 04:40 Cassandra Roberts on CA Classy Marina 130/130
2 F 05:02 Darlene Krell on Hook 105/97.5
2 M 05:02 Cheryl Van Deusen on Hoover The Mover 130/97.5 BC
4 L 05:40 Severiano Martinez on Chances 130/80
5 L 06:04 Yvette Vinton on Teese 105/70
6 L 06:05 Kathryn Downs on Rudolfo 90/60
7 F 08:40 Leslie E. Anderson on Rushcreek Quilt 90/50